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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/471/2021_2022__E5_A4_8D_

E4_B9_A0_E5_AE_9E_E7_c67_471497.htm 1. describe your

favorite animal 2. describe relaxation method 3. describe

communication method 4. describe al job you are interested in 5.

describe sth old in your family 可以谈礼物或jewelry或clothes 6.

describe a book which influenced you in your childhood 7. describe

a library 8. describe a physical exercise 9. describe a store 10. describe

your favorite magazine or newspaper 11. an advertisement describe

an advertisement you like. what what it is like why you like it 12. a

school you attended describe a school you attended. what it was the

advantages of studying there your pleasure of learning there 13. a

piece of clothes or jewelry you have describe the type of clothing or

jewelry you choose in special time? what it is what you look like

when you wear it? how you feel when you wear it 14. a room of yours

describe your favorite room in your home. what it is what it looks

like what you often do in the room why you like it 15. change in your

life describe a change in your life. when it happened what it was like

why you changed 16. the part of a day you like most describe the part

of day you like most when what you do why you like it 17.describe

the city you enjoyed visiting. what it is when you went there what you

enjoyed 18.describe an old man you are familiar with. who he/she is

how you got to know him/her how he/she has influenced you

19.describe a river or lake you have seen. where it is when you went

there what it was like 20. handicraft describe something which was



made by yourself what you made how you made it what it was used

for explain how you felt after it was finished. 100Test 下载频道开通
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